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Jokaroom Casino belongs to the Genesys Club Casino Group, which is the operator
of 5 online casinos, including: Treasure Mile Casino . The casino is under the
jurisdiction of Curacao. The jokaroom vip sign up offer for Australia is a professional
gaming site that provides a high level of entertainment, as well as safe gaming and
secure transactions. 

Software And Games Jokaroom Casino

Jokaroom Casino uses BetOnSoft software, which provides attractive game graphics,
including in 3D. You need to install the casino software and register. If a player has
an account at another Genesys casino, all they need to do is activate it at Jokaroom
Casino by entering their email address and password. Players who prefer to play
directly from their browser also have this option. The casino offers a large portfolio
of games with classic slots, video slots, a large selection of table games and even
more live poker games, as well as Keno and scratch card games. Among BetOnSoft’s
slot machines we can find Age of Spartans in 3D, Dollars Down Under and Tales of
New York, among others. There’s also a mobile casino to choose from where we can
play all the slots available at Jokaroom Casino, progressive jackpot games, video
poker, keno and table games.

https://jokaroom-casino.com/
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Jokaroom Casino: Tales Of New York slot machine description

Tales of New York is a humorous 40 line slot with typical New York themes. Betting
odds range from 1.00 to 400.00. You can click both the wild symbol (Buddy the dog)
and the random wild symbol – when Buddy pictures one of the symbols on the reels,
it turns into a wild symbol on the next spin. Three or more hits of the cab driver
symbol trigger 5 free spins with an x5 multiplier, 7 free spins with an x7 multiplier
and 9 free spins with an x9 multiplier respectively. The scatter symbol, Chow’s van,
means a bonus game after 3 or more of these symbols are encountered. The Chow’s
Run bonus game is all about taking pictures of stolen items. The more photos you
take before the thief notices it, the higher the bonus will be.

Promotions Available for Players From Australia

On the other hand, they can use other promotions without restriction, and there are
plenty to choose from because Jokaroom Casino offers different promotions and
special bonuses every week for new games. Below is the current promotional offer
for players from Australia:

100% bonus up to $500 (code INSPIRE)
90% bonus up to $500 (code DOLLARS1) + 10 free spins on the Dollars Down
Under game (code DOLLARS1)
95% bonus up to $1000 (code AMBITION) + 10 free spins in a game of Dollars
Down Under (code DOLLARS2) + $10 bonus (code BUCKS1)
110% Bonus up to $1000 (code DREAMBIG) + 15 Free Spins in the game
Dollars Down Under (code DOLLARS3) + $15 Bonus (code BUCKS2)
Bonus 120% up to $2000 (code DREAMBIG) + 20 free spins in the game Dollars
Down Under (code DOLLARS4) + $20 bonus (code BUCKS3)

You can read the detailed promotional offer on the casino website or contact
support (in English) for assistance.
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Jokaroom Casino Loyalty Program

Jokaroom Casino has an exciting loyalty program where game loyalty points can be
redeemed for attractive prizes (electronics, jewelry, and travel). Members of the
loyalty program are also eligible for additional bonuses, special offers, and
tournament bonuses. Interestingly, the same loyalty program applies to all Genesis
casinos. So, you can earn points when you play at both Treasure Mile Casino and
Jokaroom Casino, which will be added to your player account.

Customer Service & Banking.

Customer service is available in several languages. Forms of contact are primarily
chat with knowledgeable advisors available 24 hours a day, or email. From some
countries you can also contact Jokaroom Casino by phone, their list is available on
the website. Players from European Union countries at Jokaroom Casino online
casino can use many popular payment methods, among which everyone will find
something for themselves.

More complete information –
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Gambling_terminology

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Gambling_terminology

